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The History of Innovation

I Innovation has been shown to be an important driver of long-term economic
growth for frontier economies (Aghion et al., 2014 for a survey).

I The location of innovation is endogenous and is linked to various socio-economic
characteristics (Akcigit et al., 2017, Dittmar, 2020)

I Spillovers

I −→ scholars have been interested in studying innovation in the long run, both
qualitatively and quantitatively.
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Patent as a Measure of Innovation

I Patents represent a very rich source of
information to study the location,
diffusion and nature of innovation.

I Although imperfect, patent
publications contain a lot of
information and allows researcher to
study the nature of patented
innovation since the 19th century in
some countries.

I Patent publications are presented
under the form of a text document
that are collected and stored by patent
offices.

Figure: An example of a USPTO
patent from 1893
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But...

I The collection, digitisation and exploitation of large corpus of unstructured text
data is not straightforward.

I Most existing studies have been working with patent publication from the
USPTO, whose text/pdf have been made readily available online (Akcigit et al.,
2018, Berkes, 2018, Petralia et al., 2016).
I Standard datasets (PATSTAT, Claims) have a very low coverage before 1980

I Or focuses on a sample of patents / on a case study (Nuvolari and Vasta, 2017,
Andersson and Tell, 2018, Meyer-Thurow, 1982).

I Hence our understanding of historical and long-term innovation dynamics is
largely biased toward the US.
I In particular the interactions between geography and innovation, migration and

innovation etc...
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PatentCity

I Our contribution is to
I Build on modern NLP to extend existing historical datasets on patentees’ location

from the US, UK, France and Germany since 1900 (at least).
I Provide a ready-to-use dataset to study both country-specific and international flows

of innovation through the lens of patentees locations and origins
I Open source tools to help the community build on/extend our work

I We provide new results on the location of inventors and/or assignees, as well as
other information (name, origin, occupations) when applicable.
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Data construction
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Collection

I We collect a very large number of documents (over 8m) from various sources

I These documents are typically images of the front page of patent publications

I Useful information for us are contained either in the header, or at the very top of
the text
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Optical Character Recognition

I These pages are then digitised using Optical Character Recognition to convert
them into text

I We use tesseract v5.0, considerable improvement upon existing OCR.

I Although largely efficient, some information remains hard to digitised and some
documents are very old and of poor quality −→ some typos and a few unusable
patents
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Named Entity Recognition

I From the text document, we proceed to named entity recognition.

I We train specific statistical model using Spacy library for each type of patents

I This model is based on a manual labelling of hundreds of patents
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Named Entity Recognition
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It’s complicated!

I The main difficulty of extracting
information from patent text is the
case of multiple inventors.

I It is sometimes possible to use regular
expressions, especially when most
information is semi-structured in the
header of the document.

I But it is not always straightforward...
Hence the usefulness of a statistical
model

Figure: Outcome of the Named Entity
Recognition on a multi inventor GB
patent
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Relationship predictions

I We go further and train statistical models for relationship prediction.

I That is, we link different entities by specific relations

I For example: Maxim Hanson Herseya subject of the king of Great Britain and
Ireland. We link the inventor and its citizenship by a specific link.

I Relationship predictions should strongly improve the precision of the procedure in
the case of multiple inventors and/or assignees (“A and B, both from Paris,
France and C from Lyon of the same country”).
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Geocoding

I Locations are extracted as spans of natural language

I Automatic geocoding in terms of well-defined attributes (country, state, region,
city, etc) and coordinates

I we use the Batch Geocoding API from HERE, a commercial geocoding services
supplier
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Results

Table: Dataset at a glance

Period Inventor Assignee Citizenship Location Occupation

UK 1893-2013 X X X X X
US 1836-2013 X X X X
France 1903-2013 X X X
Germany 1900-2013 X X X X

I External enrichment: abstract, embedding, technological class etc...

I After 1980, complete with data from de Rassenfosse et al. [2019]
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From text to geography
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Examples (1)

Figure: Example of patent GB270923A published in 1926
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Examples (1)

I In the UK patent office,
location of inventors /
assignee is given very precisely

I Allow us to map the patents
at the street level

I Not simple because of
subsequent changes in name

Figure: UK IPO patents, location of
inventors in Chicago area, 1900-1950
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Examples (2)

Figure: Example of patent FR577844A published in 1923
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Examples (2)

I French patent office only
provides disaggregated
location (at the département
(= county) level)

I Foreign inventors are only
located in the country

Figure: French patent office
publications by département.
1950-1970 (in log).
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Examples (3)

Figure: Example of patent DE284545C published in 1913
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Examples (3)

I German patents are located
at the city level

I Not simple to geocode
because a lot of cities do not
exist anymore, and the name
of the country is not always
specified. Figure: Location of patents filed in

German patent office, 1900-1950
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Examples (4)

Figure: Example of patent US published in 1913
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Examples (4)

I US patents’ format change a
lot in time.

I Prior to 1924, various
interesting information in the
text and in the header

I We geocode at the county
level, city when applicable

Figure: Location of patents filed in
the USPTO (in log) 1870-1900.
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Mapping patents from 1893

Figure: Location of patents from the UK patent office, 1893-1980
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Pre WW1

Figure: Location of patents from the UK patent office, 1893-1913
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Interwar period

Figure: Location of patents from the UK patent office, 1913-1939
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Post WW2 period

Figure: Location of patents from the UK patent office, 1939-1980
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Origin of patentees

Figure: Evolution of the country of residence of patentees for German patents, 1900-1980
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Origin of patentees

Figure: Evolution of the city of residence of patentees for German patents, 1900-1980
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Origin of patentees

Figure: Evolution of the reported county of origin of patentees for UK patents (in GB)
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Occupations

Figure: Share of reported engineers in UK’s patents inventors
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Country of origin (top 10)

Table: Top 10 reported country of citizenship of inventor and assignee in UK patent office,
1893-1980

Country of origin Share of total

GBR 45%
USA 21%
DEU 13%
FRA 4.5%
CHE 3%
JPN 2.7%
SWE 1.7%
NLD 1.5%
ITA 1.3%
AUT 0.7%
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Conclusion

I PatentCity is a project which aims at providing researchers with a database of
geo-localised patents from as many patent offices as possible and from the early
20th century, if not earlier.

I We hope that this database would help researchers addressing important questions
regarding the development of innovation in advanced economies over more than
100 years.
I What is the role of migration?
I What is the role of universities?
I When and how did the US overtook Europe?

I We plan to release the data as they becomes available under an open access
license (no gatekeeper, ever). Feel free to reach out or to visit www.patentcity.xyz
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Thank You for your attention

www.patentcity.xyz
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BACK-UP
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Model Performance: France

Table: Model format 1

LOC INV ASG CLAS ALL

p 97.86 86.36 89.57 73.17 88.50
r 96.32 88.37 90.87 72.00 88.34
f 97.08 87.36 90.21 72.58 88.42

Table: Model format 2

ASG LOC INV ALL

p 94.92 98.93 90.86 94.99
r 95.41 98.40 94.08 96.02
f 95.17 98.67 92.44 95.50
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Model Performance: UK

ORG CIT LOC OCC PERS ALL

p 86.21 94.24 85.11 87.88 89.42 88.53
r 86.96 91.20 84.55 81.31 83.97 86.14
f 86.58 92.70 84.83 84.47 86.61 87.32
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Model Performance: Germany

Table: Model format 1

ASG CLAS LOC OCC INV ALL

p 84.68 94.17 92.07 81.82 82.14 89.50
r 83.33 91.13 91.13 81.82 82.14 87.98
f 84.00 92.62 91.60 81.82 82.14 88.74

Table: Model format 2

CLAS LOC INV ASG OCC ALL

p 96.27 93.13 89.87 90.45 83.75 91.56
r 92.81 92.93 92.91 86.54 83.75 91.18
f 94.51 93.03 91.36 88.45 83.75 91.37
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